
       Benefits

AT&T AccessMyLAN™ is a CIPA-compliant management and 
security solution for mobile devices. It provides a safer environment 
for teachers and students to maximize the benefits of new 
technologies on SIM-enabled devices. By managing access to content 
and applications, schools can help ensure that devices are used for 
educational purposes only. Importantly, AT&T AccessMyLAN is key to 
blocking malicious sites, malware, and hacking attempts at the source.

Delivering safer 
mobile technology for 
educational institutions

•   Empower students to adopt cutting-edge educational 
tools in a safer environment

•   Students have access to educational content and apps 
virtually wherever they are

•   Reduce online distractions and boost the learning 
experience

•   Understand how students use the internet as part of 
your educational program
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Enhance productivity 
Make the most effective use of mobile technology. 
Provide access to content and apps you want students to 
use and block websites or apps that you determine are 
inappropriate or provide a source of distraction.

Increase visibility
360-degree visibility of all internet traffic on mobile 
devices using the cellular and Wi-Fi networks. Gain 
valuable authorized data insights with rich reporting.  
See where, when and how your data is being used.

Defend your devices & support compliance
Stay ahead of the game. Help protect students from the 
dangers of the internet. Ensure your devices operate 
more safely on both cellular and Wi-Fi networks. Policy 
enforcement helps ensure your school remains complaint 
with CIPA.

Empower your educators and students with  
AT&T AccessMyLAN
AT&T AccessMyLAN is the all-in-one mobility solution for 
schools that provides a tailor-made internet experience 
for educators and students.

•   Strong data security. Because it is a network-layer service, 
it provides protection against malware, phishing and  
Man-in-The-Middle attacks before they reach the device.

•   Device and OS agnostic. You can choose the smartphone, 
tablet or Wi-Fi hotspot that suits your needs best to 
deliver educational content to your students. AT&T 
AccessMyLAN works on virtually all of them.

•   AT&T AccessMyLAN is a cloud-based solution that 
doesn’t require hardware or upfront capital expenditure.

•   Tamperproof. Unlike other solutions, the AT&T 
AccessMyLAN service cannot easily be disabled by 
students even if the SIM is removed and placed in 
another device. 

“ 60% of school principals 
state that their school  
has adopted a 1:1 mobile 
device program for  
in-school usage, almost  
10 percentage points up  
in just one year.”

  Project Tomorrow, 2018


